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If you know anyone who may enjoy this 
newsletter please let them know that they 
can subscribe at: 
www.KeepingChickensNewsletter.com 
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Hi 
 
Welcome to my Keeping Chickens Newsletter. 
 
Thanks to everyone who has sent in their keeping chickens tips, stories and 
photos etc. - as usual, if you have anything chicken related (tips, photos, stories, 
questions, coops etc.) you'd like to share in future issues of the newsletter or blog 
posts then just email news@self-sufficient-life.com and I will do my best to 
answer / include them.  
 
 
 
Best Wishes 
Gina 
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Subscriber Letters 
 

Jerry Brandt : Old women are funny.  Take my wife for instance. Every 
morning, she cuts up old bread that we get into small pieces. An ice cream 
bucket full. 

Actually she cuts two buckets full. One she spreads out on the lane to the 
chicken house for the birds. 

Then, once in the chicken yard, she let's them out of the house to eat and while 
they are out, she pours their (dirty) water in a bucket and throws it on the garden 
and gives them fresh water. 

And, there is this one hen that ALL the other hens pick/peck on so she won't 
leave the area in front of the nesting boxes up off the ground. 

So, she put a shelf up there for that hen to have a place to eat and drink all by 
herself. All the time she is fixing for that one hen, she talks to it and pets it.  

And, we have a HUGE red rooster that wants to jump all the hens. She chases 
that rooster around the pen with a broom every day. Nobody likes that rooster. 
The smaller black rooster chases him but what is the funniest is the little white 
feathered Silver duckwing Bantam will chase the big red rooster all over, every 
morning.  

Eight of the hens are at the retirement age and eight are this years hatching. So, 
we get 7 or 8 eggs a day. I figure each egg cost about $1.25 each. 

BUT, at our age, we have something to look forward to each day and thank the 
Lord we can take care of them. 

Two weeks ago we got 4 more additions. The local farm store had guineas on 
sale. SO, far everyone is getting along. See ya later, Jerry Brandt, Missouri 
 
 
 

 

 

 
200 Eggs a Year 

 
Chicken Care Guide 

 
CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/200-eggs-chicken-care-guide/
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Di : G'day from sunny Mitchells Island, NSW. Australia. I have only the 2 
chooks & love them to bits..."Millie" & "Fleur" are Belgian d'Uccle Bantams & 
just coming to laying age, not that I bought them for eggs, lol, it would take 
many for an omelette...but for their poo, as I have a few raised vegie beds...what 
wonderful, beautiful & gentle girls they are...I have an 'A' frame tractor type 
hutch for night time & bad weather, also a permanent pen for foraging as well & 
they happily walk with me to & fro.  
 
I am looking forward to reading your newsletters & learning much from fellow 
members. 
 

 
 
Tim : What are chickens actually pecking at when they are moving round the 
garden. It seems too microscopic for me to see anything? 
 
My Reply : Usually it is things like grass, insects and bits of grit that they are 
pecking at. 
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Instinct Gone Wrong 

 
This is an old retelling of true events with illustrations by Mr. J. A. Shepherd. Whilst the story 
is a matter of fact, the artist has treated the subject with 'freedom and fancy', more with a view 
to an amusing commentary than to a mere representation of occurrence. 
 
In the fowl-run of the Rev. Robert Evans, at Walton, near Stafford, two years 
ago, occurred an example of misplaced instinct. 
 
It was a populous fowl-run, this of Mr. Evans's, and the large families of the 
many hens were constantly welcoming fresh broods. It is with one particular 
chicken in one of these broods that this story is concerned. If you search the 
biographies of great men you will find in many, perhaps most cases, they gave 
no signs of any special distinction in their early years. This chick was like those 
great men. It was so much like the other chicks of the same brood of both sexes, 
that only its mother could have told it from any one of the others. At the age of 
three weeks, however, began a great development of character and instinct. Just 
at this period another hen had produced a hatch of nine.  
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This hen was of a flighty, fashionable disposition - a fin-de-siècle society mother 
- and as soon as the chicks were well through their shells she set off calling on 
other hens in her set, and left the unhappy chicks to sprawl about and look after 
themselves. 
 

 
 
The three-weeks' old chick viewed this maternal desertation with much concern; 
it was a young chick still, though old by comparison with the new arrivals, but 
all its maternal instincts were aroused by the sight. You have no doubt seen a 
very tiny boy or girl staggering about a street under the weight of a baby about 
half a size smaller than its nurse. The maternal chick presented a similar sight, 
translated into chicken terms. There was no distinct indication of its legal 
engagement as nurse by the society hen, but it took upon itself all the duties, and 
every evening this very small chicken might be observed, with a rudimentary 
wing on each side, doing its very utmost to cover another chicken only a little 
smaller.  
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And not the two chicks alone; for the remaining seven, seeing them so 
comfortably lodged and protected, rushed to get their share of those ridiculously 
inadequate wings. Thenceforward that chick became the mother of nine, who 
nestled under the shadow of her wings - and no doubt got as much shelter from 
the shadow as from the wings.  
 
Mr. Evans and his sister were most tenderly affected by the scene. "Dear, dear," 
they said, "what wonderful and beautiful instinct! What a mother that chicken 
will become!" And they pictured a glorious future for that bird (and, incidentally, 
for themselves), with a long succession of broods of thirteen each, always well 
and healthily brought up. The bird, indeed, seemed likely to be so valuable that 
Mr. Evans felt some scruple about keeping it selfishly for himself, and gave it to 
his small nephew. 
 
But they were deceived. The bird was maternally virtuous enough, but it had no 
right to such virtues - no right whatever. One morning Mr. Evans's sister burst 
into her brother's study, with dismay upon her face. "What do you think?" she 
exclaimed. "The white hen is a cockerel!" 
 
And true it was. The motherly chicken, growing older and larger, and more 
sheltersome of wing, had now developed a comb and wattle and a tail altogether 
inconsistent with henhood or motherliness of any sort. It was a cockerel. 
 

 
 

 
Amelia : We had a pomeranian once who was the best chicken herder and 
protector. He was a little 4 lb pom with a big personality. He would chase them 
when I asked but never ever hurt them. So if you have chickens you might want 
to get a pom. Best dog ever. 
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Jill : I have three chickens and introduced another chicken. They're all pullets 
about a month apart. Took a while but they're finally getting used to each other 
after I put the bully in quarantine for a few days with the new one alongside 
(both in separate cages). I think my timing must've been bad. Because the day I 
brought the new bird home my Welsummer layed her first egg right before I had 
to separate her from the new bird. She hasn't laid an egg since. 
 
My question is, will she start laying again and how soon after she was 
traumatized by the separation ? Thanks so much !! Thank you kindly for your 
time. Blessings and Joy on your day! Grateful for your newsletter, Jill 
 
My Reply : When chickens stop laying due to some kind of stress (moving to a 
new coop, death of a flock mate, predator attack, new flock addition etc.) it 
usually is 2-3 weeks before they will start to lay again. As it was her first egg it 
is hard to know if she has stopped due to stress or if she is just destined not to be 
a good layer. Some hens are poor layers (possibly due to some underlying 
internal plumbing issue) and so there are a few cases where a hen will lay no 
eggs or hardly any eggs, even when all the circumstances are good.  
 
 

Madhu : I live in Swaziland and have been rearing free range chickens for the 
last 15 months. I started with a hen and a rooster and have built up my flock to 
about 200 birds. My intention is to produce free range eggs for sale. I have read 
so much about inoculating the chickens, but I am not sure whether this will 
affect their free range status. Could you please give me some guidelines. 
 
My Reply :  I don't think it would affect their free range status as that is usually 
more about how much indoor and outdoor space they have and how often they 
can access it etc. If you wanted them to be classed as organic free range eggs 
then inoculations may affect that but I’m afraid I don’t know all the ins and outs 
of it. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 

Ten Acres Enough 
How A Very Small Farm May Be Made To Keep A 

Very Large Family  
 

A self-sufficiency classic, in this book Edmund details 
the first 3 years of his 'back to the land' experience and 
explains honestly what worked for him and what did not. 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/tenacresenough/
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Mrs. C. Ehlinger : I had 5 chicks hatch today! YEAH..I'm SO excited! But I 
have a question. Should I leave them under the mother to care for or should I 
take them from her and put them under a heat lamp? It's going to be in the 40's 
and 50's over the next week. After they are a bit older I wouldn't be so 
concerned. Also...our coop is 8" off the ground and I'm concerned that she'll go 
outside and they'll follow her and they won't be able to get back into the coop. 
This morning I did cut a box and put it around them and gave them food and 
water that they could reach. Any suggestions? 
 
My Reply : Congratulations   Not all hens make good mothers so it is worth 
keeping an eye on things just in case she is being a bit over careless with them, 
but unless you have to take them from her it is probably best not to as you will be 
creating a lot of extra work for yourself and then may have problems when 
trying to reintegrate them back with her.  It might help to give her some extra 
bedding if it is going to be really cold.  As long as she is ok and looking after 
them they should be warm enough as they will snuggle under her. When mine 
hatched chicks she had moved herself (very inconveniently) onto the floor but I 
think it was only 3 days before she and the chicks were in the nest box at night. I 
couldn’t understand how they had managed it but then I saw a chick hopping 
onto a side ledge, then the perch, running along it and then jumping up into the 
nestbox, so if it does seem too high for them it may help to arrange some things 
(brick, piece of wood, box etc) next to the entrance that they can use to help them 
get in and out if they need to do a few extra hops in between. 
 

 
 

Some chicks simply catch a lift to where they want to go. 
 
Nicole : Just subscribed to your newsletter so I am a newbie. My name is Nicole 
and I live in Golden Valley Arizona. I am putting together my wants for my 
chicken coop and chickens. I have a question? What chickens that are good 
layers are also the best pets?  I will be having 4 chickens and no rooster. Also, do 
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you think it’s possible to integrate guinea fowl with chickens? Thanks for any 
info you can provide and I just read the newsletter and love it. Sincerely, Nicole 
 
My Reply : There is a good breed comparison chart here which might help : 
http://www.sagehenfarmlodi.com/chooks/chooks.html 
It includes how many eggs, whether or not they are cold hardy and if they are 
likely to be good winter layers as well as other general breed traits. In terms of 
being the best pets the breeds noted  as docile will be more naturally inclined to 
friendliness than the breeds noted as 'flighty' but within all breeds you would 
probably find individual hens which could be very tame (or not as the case might 
be). Partly it is luck, but it also helps a lot if you handle them as chicks. It is 
possible to integrate Guinea fowl with chickens. Guineas aren't likely to become 
particularly tame with humans though. 
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Jim : Can you help me ID this bird. No wattles, puffs of feathers at beak make 
her look like a squirrel?  Orange beak, green feet, has an attitude, acts crazy. 
Looks almost like a quail 
 
My Reply : I would guess she is an Easter Egger, but I am not the best at breed 
identification. 
 
Thomas : How many square feet do you need to have 25 to 30 chickens in the 
Run not the roost. 
 
My Reply : The general consensus for confined chickens seems to be to allow a 
minimum of 10 square feet outside space per bird for full size breeds and a 
minimum of 6 square feet each if they were bantams.  
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Guinea Fowl 
 

A Guide To Raising Guineas 
 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE DETAILS  

 
 

http://www.self-sufficient-life.com/guinea-fowl-2/



